I. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable design is an innovative design to protect the environment and save energy. Patents contain many of the latest sustainable design technologies, products and processes, and have great usability. Accessing effectively to and reusing of knowledge of sustainable design can develop quickly sustainable and innovative products.
Combining design knowledge in sustainable patents and the functional parts features, data mining technologies are used to acquire association rules between parts features and the objective functions and sustainable design features in patent documents. Then sustainable design strategies of patented products can be discovered.
The method for effectively discovering knowledge has been recognized as an important area at home and abroad. According to the different sources of knowledge, different ways are proposed. ZHEN [1] obtained knowledge maps, instances, rules knowledge based on ontology and TRIZ query from the program base, which to support product innovation design under the knowledge grid environment. LI [2] got the product creative design domain knowledge by extending HowNet and establishing of product semantics base to improve search technology. This method used semantic networks to extend meanings of key words to get the desired result.
LIN [3] presented a method to obtain human knowledge about customer characteristics for product innovation through graphs and images and Visual technology, image scaling and oral analysis. But some researchers [4] [5] [6] used the lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis method in natural language processing techniques to extract the product feature information in patent documents. Among them, WANG [4] acquired functional knowledge and functional structure knowledge through natural language processing and artificial mining to aid functional and structural innovation. XUE [5] got design principles and conflict knowledge through the patent analysis method based on text mining. Namely, the regular method was used to extract summary and instructions, and collect patent to extract nouns, adverbs, adjectives, and nouns.
Then TF-IDF filtering was used to generate structured data. Some keywords, such as recurred and related to the purpose, function, were mined. Last invented the principle was clustered. ZHANG [6] According to the analysis of sustainable knowledge in patents, the knowledge in the initial patent is shown in 
B. Sustainable Design Knowledge Discovery Based on Association Rules
Such an approach would combine feature dictionary with PCAR algorithm [11] in the data mining. 
2) Acquiring frequent itemsets: PCAR algorithm is used
to access all frequent itemsets in the dataset based on minimum support.
3) Generating association rules: under minimal support, association rules that meet the criteria are extracted.
4) Discovering knowledge: relationships knowledge among parts, sustainable design features and objective
functions is discovered by obtained association rules in test set. Association rules are constantly revised based on the results in order to obtain satisfactory results.
III. EXAMPLES

A. Preprocessing Patents
Here mechanical products closely related to sustainable design are as examples to illustrate the specific method. According to the characteristics of sustainable products, the patent randomly divided into two parts when preprocessing. One part is the training set, which made up of 20 patents to extract association rules.
Via human analysts, antibody/synonyms are inducted, specialized dictionaries are built, the symbol epoxy-coated, T 2 : extrusion, T 3 : hydrophobic, T 4 : bending.
After finishing as shown in tab.2, item set tables is set up.
B. Acquiring Frequent Itemsets
PCAR algorithm is particularly suitable for mining association rule at large volumes of items and small frequency of itemsets. While getting frequent itemsets based on the principles of top-down, It sets the minimum support MinSupport=2, and starts from frequent 8-set to mine frequent 7-set, until more frequent 2-set can't be 
C. Generating Association Rules
The association rule is " 
